ClassDojo ❤️ Google Classroom

Use ClassDojo alongside Google Classroom to communicate with families and engage students 🙌 #TeamworkMakesTheDreamWork

Share learning with families on Class Story 📚
- Add links to Google Classroom assignments
- Create an event and add a link to Google Meet
- Post your daily schedule or a weekly planner
- Share video lessons or a morning message

Communicate with families using Messaging 📩
- Send 1:1 messages and class announcements
- Know when parents have seen messages
- Instantly translate messages into 35+ languages
- Schedule messages and set Quiet Hours

Engage students with Feedback and Activities 👥
- Give feedback points for participating remotely
- Create activities for emotion check-ins and reflections
- Let students see photos of their classmates at home
- Encourage behaviors like “keeping a safe distance”

100% free for teachers, forever. Sign up at www.classdojo.com
ClassDojo ♥ Google Classroom

8 ways teachers use ClassDojo & Google Classroom together

“I’ve used ClassDojo and Google Classroom together for years. I use ClassDojo for behavior tracking and parent communication. The 2 things aren’t used for the same purpose. I love both!”

“ClassDojo is awesome for posting lesson plans, links to files, and materials to Class Story. It’s great for reminding families about deadlines for Google Classroom assignments, too!”

“We use ClassDojo’s Big Ideas videos for SEL and write about them in Google Docs. You could even use feedback points to keep up the engagement and motivation!”

“My team created a week of lessons on Google Slides then we shared them on ClassDojo and Google Classroom. My students were used to uploading work to ClassDojo so I went with that!”

“I use ClassDojo for parent communication and give points to track attendance, positive behaviors, and homework. I use Google Classroom for academics, while ClassDojo Portfolios is for fun challenges!”

“I thought we needed to have class meetings live on ClassDojo, but it went great with creating an event on ClassDojo and linking to the Google Meet! Parents automatically got reminders.”

“I schedule a ClassDojo message with a link to Google Classroom assignments every day. I give simple rundowns of assignments on ClassDojo, then post the whole lesson on Google Classroom.”

“I’m a music teacher and it’s super easy for me to create an activity in ClassDojo for students to share a video. I use Google Classroom more for research type projects.”

100% free for teachers, forever. Sign up at www.classdojo.com